
Hiring Nurses & HHA 
 

 

                                                                 

This is us!!  
 

Our Unique family was built through love and the trust of GOD. The 2 older children are our 

Biological children and the 4 younger children are our medically needy adopted children through 

Foster care. Our family is seeking Nurses and HHA to join us in caring for our family.  

 

Left to right: 

 

Zachary 13, main diagnosis. CP & Trach, He has a G-tube for feedings & meds.  Zachary is a 

true BOY that loves tools, cars, mud and playing pranks/games with his nurses.. He is non-verbal 

but understands everything. Zachary needs total assistance in all his care.  

 

Drew 22, Drew’s main diagnosis is CP & Crohn’s. He has an Illeostomy, GJ Tube for feedings 

and meds, mediport, Supra-pubic catheter. Drew receives a lot of medical treatments through the 

day and evening.  Drew needs total assistance in all his care. He enjoys swimming and 

spongebiob. 

 

Jacob 23, main diagnosis CP, spasticity, ileostomy G-tube for medications and feedings. Jacob 

also needs total assistance in all his care. Jacob is QUITE a character!! He is very easy going and 

makes everyone laugh with his sense of humor.  

 

Angelina 13, Main diagnosis are Spinal Bifida, Amniotic Band Syndrome. She is verbal and 

mostly independent. She has 2 stomas a MACE and Monti for bowel and bladder function. 

Angelina is a typical young teenage girl!! 

 

All 4 children have many, many medical needs which require skilled nursing and HHA’s Our 

family is very grateful for the help of our nurses and know we could never do this on our own. 

We have been very Blessed by the insurance company with the amount of nursing hours 

provided but do the shortage of nurses we are finding it difficult to fill all our shifts. Our nursing 

agency welcomes new graduates and starting salary for a NEW home health nurse is $21.00. If 

you are looking for a rewarding career in nursing where you truly have the time to make a 

difference in a little ones life. Please give our family a call.  

 

Don & MaryBeth Seybold  

Friedens PA.  

814-443-2004 (home) 814-442-3396 (cell)  

Or Facebook/Messenger under MaryBeth Wilcox Seybold  


